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EXT. OPEN ROAD - DAY

It is a beautiful, sunny day with not a cloud in the sky. A 
long, straight road with a country view on both sides, goes 
on for as far as the eye can see. On it, a convertible car 
with the roof down speeds. Driving the vehicle is an 18 year 
old MALE with long brown hair and wearing a Hawaiian shirt. 
By his side is another 18 year old MALE wearing a band T-
shirt, and with his hands in the air. In the back seat are 
two FEMALE passengers, also 18 and wearing trendy clothes. 
Sitting in-between them is the DOMINANT EGG, wearing 
sunglasses and looking moody. A NARRATOR with a dramatic 
voice speaks over the scene. 

NARRATOR
Fun. Parties. Speed. The open road. 
You’ll get it all and more in the 
Dominant Egg’s latest blockbuster 
called ‘The Dominant Egg Excursion’. 

The DRIVER puts the pedal to the metal and only drives 
faster. 

DRIVER
This road trip is going to be the 
best one ever! Egg, are you just as 
pumped as me??

There is a dramatic pause.

DOMINANT EGG
(coolly)

Totally. 

The WOMAN on the left takes a cigarette from her pocket, 
then a lighter. Shielding the cig from the wind, she lights 
it up then sticks it in the EGG’S mouth. He puffs, casually.  

MALE PASSENGER
I hear the first party we’re going to 
will be killer, the second one will 
be even better, as will the third and 
fourth... but the FIFTH party? It 
will be unbelievable!

The WOMAN on the right takes the cigarette from the EGG’S 
mouth and puffs. The EGG is as cool as ever.

DOMINANT EGG
Can’t wait.

The screen flashes pink and yellow.

NARRATOR
EXPECT THRILLS!!
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INT. DISCO - NIGHT

The room is lit with all sorts of flashing colours. Techno 
music booms as a few dozen PARTIERS jump up and down, full 
of life. The crazed DOMINANT EGG flies way up to the ceiling 
and back down again, he zoom to the left, he zooms to the 
right, he pretty much flies all over the place at incredible 
speeds. The DRIVER from before points to the EGG and laughs. 
He shouts to the two YOUNG WOMEN and his MALE FRIEND over 
the music.

DRIVER
Look at Charlie! He’s really feeling 
THIS party!

WOMAN 1
I can’t believe how wild he is! This 
is just the first party, imagine how 
intense the last one will be!

WOMAN 2
Go Charlie! Go Charlie!

Everyone in the room chants ‘Charlie! Charlie!’ with much 
enthusiasm. 

The screen fades to black.

NARRATOR
However, life on the road isn’t 
always what it’s cracked up to be...

INT. HOTEL ROOM - NIGHT

This room has a cozy feel with a fluffy carpet. The lights 
are on, but the curtains are drawn. The DOMINANT EGG lays on 
a bed all alone. A door opens to reveal the DRIVER.

DRIVER
Charlie, what’s going on? Why aren’t 
you partying?

The D.E. sighs.

DOMINANT EGG
It’s just... I partied so hard 
before, I really am all out of 
energy...

DRIVER
(laughing)

I bet! You really put your heart and 
soul into the last party! Just chill 
out a bit, you don’t HAVE to fly all 
over the place you know? 

(MORE)
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DRIVER (cont'd)
People cheered you on, but people 
were actually looking at you with 
concern...

DOMINANT EGG
What do you mean?

DRIVER
Maybe just stick to jumping up and 
down a little? Not all over the 
place...

DOMINANT EGG
You didn’t like it? You didn’t love 
it?

DRIVER
No, I did, I did, we all did... But..
.

DOMINANT EGG
But what?? Have I been living a lie, 
is that what you’re saying?

The EGG hides under the pillow.

DRIVER
Oh I don’t have to put up with this. 
It’s always ‘am I partying too hard? 
Am I partying not enough’. It’s 
always you, you, you isn’t it?

DOMINANT EGG
(muffled)

How DARE you!

The DRIVER storms out of the room and slams the door behind 
him. The screen fade to black once more. Sad classical music 
plays.

NARRATOR
Will Charlie Baldwin make up with his 
friends, or will he never party in 
the same way again? Find out, this 
Summer!
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